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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

There is a lot of effort, time, and seemingly, much value placed on fintech – with much hype 

and much promise.  

 

As an example, fintech start-ups achieve incredible valuations – yet seem to be frequently 

misunderstood in terms of ‘why’ they will deliver such extraordinary value (or if the question 

should be ‘whether’ they will achieve this value). As another example, a significant percentage 

of fintech start-ups are business-to consumer (“B2C”) models, yet financial services history 

shows that B2C business models take an extremely long time to organically grow to any size, 

and hence, deliver actual long-term value.   

 

We posit that fintech has significant value – both private and social - to deliver to Australians.    

 

However, we equally posit that fintech’s value and potential is often misunderstood and 

mischaracterised because the ‘context’ of fintech is not well defined, nor well understood.   

 

We believe that this lack of context and understanding also extends to the definition of the 

value that fintech can deliver, as we believe that one core issue is that the private value 

referred to in the paragraph above might differ importantly from the social value of any 

innovation. There are risks of social harm either to poorly informed individuals or to the 

efficiency, stability and integrity of the financial system. On the other hand, there are important 

social benefits which might be difficult to monetize and hence investment in the area to be too 

small due to the limited potential for private value. 

 

Accordingly, this paper tries to do two things. The first half focuses on understanding what 

fintech is and how should we think about it and its potential value – in context.   To answer the 

question, ‘what could Australia do to derive more value from fintech?’, we must first answer 

the extremely important question of ‘What is fintech?’.  The second half of the paper then looks 

at some of the business lines which seem most prospective and tries to understand where the 

greatest social value exists from the pursuit of these new technologies.    

 

It is important to note that this attempt at understanding where the greatest social value lies 

for Australia is simply an initial look at a few of the seemingly largest areas of potential value.  

An in-depth review of where Australia might derive more value from fintech, based on the 

framework that we have created, is required in order to answer the question in more depth.   
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Therefore, this paper is a starting point for the answering of this question of ‘what could 

Australia do to derive more value from fintech’.     

 

After this introduction, Chapters 2 through 6 provide context, defining fintech and providing a 

framework for understanding the field as being driven by several key underlying enabling 

technologies.  For policy makers to properly discuss and analyse ‘how to create more value 

from fintech for Australia’, they must first contextualise what they are speaking about when 

they speak of fintech, recognising the customer type, industry subsector(s) and most 

importantly, the enabling technologies. In this part of the paper we have put forward a 

framework for understanding fintech and the value levers that each innovation may exert. 

 

The next group of sections (Chapters 6 to 9) considers where social value might be created 

from the fintech revolution. Its objective is to provide some advice to policy makers on where 

their attention should be focussed to benefit the greatest social value. This section presents 

three case studies focussed on two main areas of fintech investment – in alternative lending 

and in payments – as well as in the most promoted enabling technology, the distributed ledger. 

The rationale is simple: alternative lending and payments have attracted the most entrants in 

developed markets and seem likely to be the most important; blockchain has been suggested 

as a transformative innovation for business and through bitcoin has attracted significant public 

attention. We also discuss more briefly roboadvice as a potentially important innovation in the 

advice area which has come under considerable scrutiny during the Royal Commission. 

 

Our key conclusions are that there is indeed significant social value to be gained from fintech; 

that the largest social benefits which might arise from fintech seemingly relate to benefits 

derived from efficiencies gained (i.e. which may trigger other benefits, such as greater 

knowledge by consumers, or better access to specific products, etc..), and finally that there is 

likely a difference in the private and social value generated by different fintech innovations.    

 

It should be also noted that – as with any change or innovation – there are potential costs 

(social and private costs) associated with fintech that also need to be continually managed, 

such as costs to financial stability. Given the damage which can be done to an economy and 

society by failures in the financial sector, governments and regulators are right to be cautious 

as they seek to allow space to new businesses. 

 

We hope that this paper and its framework are seen as a ‘jumping off’ point for further analysis. 
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2. CONTEXT – FINTECH DEFINITION 
 

Many different models group or describe fintech differently, usually in a combination of industry 

sector or solution.  Different reports, such as World Economic Forum’s 2015 The Future of 

Financial Services Report, attempt to generalise classifications by grouping fintech in broad 

generalised classifications that broadly group industry subsectors with ‘functional’ groupings 

to describe innovations. These reports and frameworks generally define generalised 

subsectors where innovation has already occurred or is occurring. 

   

We believe that this framework, and most others, fall short because they provide a ‘single-

lens’ view of innovation focused primarily on the industry sub-sector and/or functional 

description of the type of change (i.e., ‘process externalisation’).  Further, these frameworks 

tend to provide their own groupings of innovation – only tending to show where innovation is 

occurring, and not where it isn’t – which may be a very time-limiting viewpoint.   They also 

generally obscure precisely which type of technological change (or changes) is enabling the 

innovation.   These types of technological changes behind an innovation can often be seen to 

drive similar value levers.  In other words, they lack overall context and aren’t frameworks that 

can persist for any period of time.   

 

For example, in “Fintech Innovation: An Overview”, a report by the Board of Governors of the 

Federal Reserve System (19 Oct 2016), fintech is defined as “an industry composed of 

companies that use technology to make financial systems and the delivery of financial services 

more efficient”.   The 2015 WEF report, while exhaustive in exploring certain areas where 

fintech innovation was occurring, is even less specific in its definition, using working groups to 

‘explore the transformative potential of new entrants and innovations on business models in 

financial services’. WEF recognised the lack of a common taxonomy or understanding of which 

innovations were most relevant, however then set about defining ‘groupings’ based on the 

working groups’ feedback of where they saw that innovation was occurring.   

 

For the purposes of this paper, we define ‘Fintech’ as an innovation – either driven by a 

startup, an established company, or an existing financial services player – that has been 

enabled by one or more technological ‘triggers’ (enabling technologies) – that have 

potential to provide value through enablement or disruption in the financial services 

industry.      

 

We propose to further define fintech as: 

 

 Providing a service to or within a sector or sub-sector of the Financial Services industry 

or in a cross-industry sector 

 Being enabled by one or more technological triggers. 
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3. CONTEXT – FINTECH DEFINITION: INDUSTRY AND CUSTOMER 

CLASSIFICATION 
 

There is no ‘perfect’ classification; we propose a classification below based on two different 

classifications, Customer Type and Industry Sector.  Many fintechs may support multiple 

Customer Types and Multiple Industry Sectors.    

 

Why classify by Industry Sector and Customer Type?  Because the more a fintech innovation 

can be understood in the context of the customer it serves and the industry subsector it acts 

within, the easier it is to determine which value levers it exerts, and the size of the value pool 

that it is acting upon.   In short, such classification allows one to more easily separate the 

‘wheat from the chaff’ in determining the broad value potential for a fintech innovation as well 

as the constraints it may face. 

Customer Type 

1. Retail/ Individual/ Consumer (often known as ‘B2C’ or ‘business-to-consumer’) 

2. Small Business (often described as ‘B2B’ or ‘B2b’ or ‘business-to-business’) 

3. Corporate (often known as ‘B2E’ or ‘business-to-enterprise’) 

4. Other Financial Services Business (i.e., the ‘customer’ is another financial services business) 

5. Government/ Regulator (often described as ‘suptech’) 

6. All or No Customer Type 

Industry Sector 

1. Deposits and Transaction Banking 

1.1. Deposits 

1.2. Cards 

1.2.1.  Issuing 

1.2.2.  Acquiring 

1.3. Cash Management 

2. Lending 

2.1. Mortgage 

2.2. Other Secured 

2.3. Unsecured 

2.4. Origination & Credit Assessment 

2.5. Servicing 

2.6. Securitisation 

3. Wealth Management 

3.1. Product Management 
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3.2. Asset Management 

3.3. Trading 

3.4. Research 

3.5. Investment & Advisory 

3.6. Life Insurance  

3.6.1.  Underwriting 

3.6.2.  Claims 

3.6.3.  Servicing 

3.7. Capital Markets & Exchanges 

4. Property & Casualty Insurance 

4.1. Underwriting 

4.2. Claims 

4.3. Servicing 

5. Cross Industry 

5.1. Customer Acquisition, Insight, Management & Loyalty 

5.2. Marketing 

5.3. Payments 

5.3.1. Bank-to-bank 

5.3.1.1. Domestic 

5.3.1.2. Cross-border 

5.3.2.   Peer-to-peer 

5.4. Collections 

5.5. Core Enterprise Services 

5.5.1.  Finance 

5.5.2.  Risk Management 

5.5.3.  Treasury 

5.5.4.  Human Resources and Talent Management 

 

There are undoubtedly improvements that can be made to the industry classification above, 

and industry and sector classifications that are published by various academicians or 

consulting firms.   What is important in understanding fintech’s value by first understanding its 

context, is the use of an inclusive classification defined by the customer type and sub-sectors 

of the industry, rather than a classification based on the innovation itself. 

 

Fintech player Ripple, for example, would be classified as a business servicing other 

financial services business, in the cross-border bank-to-bank payments area. Australian 

property investment BrickX would be classified as a consumer, or B2C, business in the 

investment area. 
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4. CONTEXT – FINTECH DEFINITION: FINTECH ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES 

Equally important in classifying fintech innovation is the identification of the underlying 

enabling technology that is driving the fintech innovation.  This is important in rapidly 

determining whether a business or new so-called fintech service is an enabling or disrupting 

innovation (and therefore a fintech under the definition proposed herein).   

Without identification of the underlying enabling or ‘triggering’ technology, it is easy to confuse 

new products or ‘re-branded’ old services as fintech. Additionally, identification of the ‘triggers’ 

is in part the answer to the question ‘why now?’ 

a) Consumer Device Maturity: The advancement in consumer device technology, 

including its accessibility, low cost, and maturity 

b) Connectibility: The advancement in connectibility between services, technology, 

people, and businesses – especially as represented by Application Programming 

Interfaces (APIs) 

c) Cloud Computing: The advancement in distributed computing and storage 

d) Distributed Trust: The advancement in technology that enables distributed trust (i.e., 

blockchain, distributed ledgers, smart contracts, etc.) 

e) Data & Analytics: The advancement in the ability to easily store, access and analyse 

data (i.e., in real-time, in large quantities, etc.)  

f) Artificial Intelligence & Automation: The advancement in machine learning and the 

ability of machines to easily support highly complex processes & interactions 

g) Geolocation: The advancement in the ability to read, store and access the geographic 

position of devices and data 

h) Devices and Sensors: The advancement in devices and sensors and the ability to cost-

effectively collect and transmit data. 

5. CONTEXT – USING THE FINTECH FRAMEWORK 
 

To define how Australia can generate more value from fintech, the framework provides for 

rapid definition of context so that industry value pools can then be more clearly analysed, 

relative to each other, and relative to the private and/or social value that they might generate. 
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To use the framework, one can use it to define fintech innovation.  The totality of this 

framework’s elements define specifically where a different business model is being applied, in 

what context, and triggered by what underlying technology.   

 

In relation to WEF’s 2015 framework which looks at the distinguishing element of fintech 

business models, we provide a more structured manner for breaking down precisely why and 

how a particular fintech business model is distinguished (and hence, where and why it 

generates value). 

 

For example, AfterPay is a business-to-business and business-to-consumer fintech that 

provides services in multiple areas of lending that is enabled for a consumer at the point of 

payment, with fees paid by merchants.  They are indeed a fintech provider as they have been 

enabled by increased connectibility (APIs), cloud computing and data and analytics.    The 

service that they provide – instalment lending to consumers for large purchases – has indeed 

been offered for decades.  However, the above-mentioned triggering technologies have 

rendered the cost and speed of deployment and operation of this value proposition – the 

efficiency – much greater that could previously have been offered.  The value proposition – 

increased consumer credit - can now be offered to far more merchants and consumers due to 

this efficiency.  In this context, definition of the value that can be unlocked in this area can be 

analysed in a concrete manner – either in this specific case, or across the same definition in 

the Fintech Framework. There is clear value that is derived from this efficiency gain. 

 

In another example, some small business lenders might define themselves as ‘fintechs’.   

These would be identified as B2B providers of unsecured business lending.  However, none 

of the enabling technologies are being used, and they use standard credit evaluation models 

with the same data or very similar data as to that used by Australian banks.  Therefore, there 

isn’t any particular ‘fintech -generated’ value associated with such a lender – even though they 

may define themselves as a fintech – because they are simply another business providing the 

same service in an existing industry sub-sector.    

 

A lender such as Prospa, however, would operate in the precise same industry sub-sector but 

also uses connectibility, consumer device maturity, cloud computing, and data and analytics 

technologies. This lender would indeed be a fintech provider under this Framework, and 

because of the use of these enabling technologies is able to offer a service more efficiently, 

to more people, that more effectively manages risk, than a traditional lender.   In using this 
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Framework, the precise drivers of value can be identified along with the industry sub-sector, 

which enables the relative value pool size to be also gauged.     

This use of a full contextual fintech framework enables value to be much more rapidly and 

accurately analysed than by simply describing a fintech innovation at a high level.  This 

Framework also can help regulators, banks, executives, academicians and others look more 

accurately at a fintech innovation; often two different fintech companies or innovation may 

seem to be the same at a high-level but aren’t similar or differ in material ways.   For example, 

if the same fintech innovation described in the instalment lending example is provided en 

masse by large banks or other entities rather than a company that is growing a new distribution 

network, the value – particularly private value – derived may be very different. 

6. VALUE FRAMEWORK: WHERE IS VALUE THAT MIGHT BE UNLOCKED 

THROUGH FINTECH? 

Finance plays multiple roles in intermediating economic activity. There are several different 

classifications but broadly we think they fall into four underlying financial functions which 

create value for the society: 

 

 Facilitating Payments: allowing the agile exchange of goods and services between all 

the different agents in the economy 

 Accumulating Capital: providing a means by which capital can be accumulated for 

investment and to smooth the ongoing operations of businesses and governments 

 Efficient Allocation: moving funds between various economic activities 

 Risk Management: allowing risks to be moved between economic agents. 

Over time, the ways in which they will be provided has changed and will change. Many can 

be provided in more than one way: for example, one can make a payment through cash or 

cards, capital can be allocated through banks or the stock market, and insurance through 

policies or derivatives. One of the core expectations of a modern capitalist economy is that 

these be provided with a high degree of efficiency and effectiveness. The social value created 

by fintech can be evaluated by considering the impact it is likely to have on the cost of providing 

these services. 

Much of the investment so far in fintech has aimed at the first and third of these fundamental 

functions, the reasons for which are not analysed in this paper. Together payments and 

lending investments dominate the public investment in fintechs although it seems likely that 

the internal investment by major institutions is heavily focussed on improving decisions making 

and facilitating service delivery in facilitating accumulation and in managing risk. CBA for 
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example reports investing $1,214m on technology last year last year with just over half of that 

going on productivity enhancements, and over 35% on risk and compliance projects. 

6.1 Are there potential social gains? Yes, with the largest gains appearing to be 

through lower costs of delivering services 

The ABS estimates that the financial sector accounts for between 8 and 9 percent of the value 

added in the economy. Its services to the rest of the economy go about equally to households 

and other businesses. Many researchers have found a positive association between the 

growth of the financial sector and overall growth of the economy in which it is located (e.g. 

Cooray 2009) which implies that increasing the size of the sector is a desirable policy 

objective. This research has however been challenged by later work which suggests that the 

relationship might be non-linear and that above a certain size financial sector growth is 

deleterious to an economy (Chechetti and Kharroubi 2012). Australia is towards the upper 

end. If it is not clear that we want to increase the overall size of the financial sector, where 

should we look for benefits? 

Other authors, including Phillipon (2015, 2016) and Bazot (2013), have asked why the sector 

is so big and whether it really needs to be. The analytical problem is of course that the sector 

provides a wide and disparate range of products. While we know that the sector has growth 

significantly, and creates a lot of value added, we do not really know whether it is producing 

more output (because we have no measure). Phillipon’s work creates a surrogate measure of 

the overall quantity of output of the sector. He then divides this into the income of the sector 

to derive a unit-cost of intermediation. The surprising outcome is that this has been around 

2% for the last 100 years.  

Thus, while finance has enjoyed obvious productivity benefits through time, these do not seem 

to have been passed through to users. The unit cost of intermediation to users has not fallen. 

This finding reinforces the view that fintech may lead to very significant social benefits. “[I]t is 

not difficult to see finance as an industry with excessive rents and poor overall efficiency. The 

puzzle is why this has persisted for so long” A central question for policy makers concerns 

what can be done to help change this dynamic (Phillipon 2016, p10). 

This suggests that the social gains are likely to be concentrated in areas where the cost of 

providing financial services falls, providing services more efficiently. If the finance sector is 

already (overly) large, social gains will not come from expanding the range of services.  Given 

that many of the enabling technologies described in the fintech framework are technologies 
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that drive greater efficiency, this is positive for the social value expected to be provided by 

many fintech innovations.   

There may also be broader social benefits arising from people managing their finances better 

with better information.  Any improvement in the low level of financial literacy would be helpful. 

The commercial value created by the improvements in financial technology will come from 

four principal sources 

 reductions to the costs of financial intermediation (cheaper prices) 

 improvements in the speed/reliability of intermediation (better products) 

 the provision of new intermediation services (new products), and 

 the delivery of financial services to those currently excluded (new access to products). 

New entrants to any industry, as is the case with fintech companies, will have to offer 

customers one of these sources of advantage.  This applies equally to existing financial 

services institutions who implement fintech innovation. 

The interesting policy question is how to ensure that as much as possible of the benefit of the 

commercial value creation is converted into social benefits. 

Much of the commercial interest in fintech is focussed on the redistribution of the private 

benefits from providing the services between private parties.  Entrants will want to capture at 

least part of the value chain, which doesn’t always create additional social value. As the recent 

Productivity Commission report into competition in the banking industry has pointed out when 

there are major players and a tail of smaller firms, the small firms if they have some cost 

advantage will normally price to boost profits rather than compete on costs (Productivity 

Commission 2018).  

To the extent the benefits of increased efficiency are captured as private profit they will of 

course gradually lead to a spreading of wealth as the winners spend (or invest) their gains. 

This diffuse benefit is real and important in the long run. The immediate social benefits 

however will depend on the extent to which benefits are passed through to consumers of 

financial services. In this sense social value is produced when the benefits of lower costs are 

passed through to customers, not through simply the reallocation profits between commercial 

interests and their gradual spending of their excess profits.    
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Importantly, this would seem to imply that policy initiatives that have the effect of creating more 

competition in the financial services industry, will enable greater generation of social value 

from the value that is generated from fintech innovation. For regulators there is an important 

trade-off to consider. The financial sector is tightly regulated in order to prevent or lessen the 

probability of financial shocks converting into broader economic and social shocks. Given the 

dimension of the risk, it is appropriate to be careful. This is the reason for opening regulatory 

space through the limited use of ‘sandboxes’ before allowing new business models to grow to 

a scale where they might cause significant damage. 

To create significant social value, it would also seem desirable that fintech innovation reduces 

the costs of providing financial services and passing those benefits through to purchasers of 

those services. The import of the research cited above is that increasing the value added by 

the financial sector is a questionable source of social benefit if the industry’s natural forces 

keep the benefit in the form of profit (while recognising that profitable banks are better than 

unprofitable ones).    

Can we expect fintech innovation to reduce the costs of providing these services, and will 

those benefits be passed through to users?    

We find that the most social value will be generated from areas of fintech innovation where: 

- the innovation creates efficiencies (and hence lower overall costs), and 

- the lower costs are passed on to users of the services in terms of lower prices, 

broader access, or lower risk/ greater utility through better information 

6.2 Where will the gains be greatest? 

From a policy perspective, the previous discussion implies that the greatest gains are likely to 

be in places where costs seem elevated or where competition limits have allowed firms to earn 

super profits. 

The table below provides some pointers. Profit per dollar of revenue (approximately 

profit/sales i.e. mark-up) is clearly much higher in banking than in many of the other major 

product areas. The other interesting element of the table concerns the infrastructure 

(information systems, data, ratings, custody and exchanges) which underlies the system. 

While it is not as large as others, it seems to be particularly profitable. Of the others, wealth 

seems better than insurance. By the same criterion payments seems the least likely market to 

look for opportunities. 

This would seem to suggest that banking and financial infrastructure are the most likely sectors 

in which we should look for the largest social gains from fintech.  Note that this doesn’t imply 
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that there aren’t important social gains in other sectors, and nor that the enabling technologies 

outlined in the fintech framework might have disproportionate effects or efficiency gains in 

certain industry sub-sectors.   

This paper suggests that both elements are important – the size of the industry value pool and 

contextually the relative value effect (i.e., efficiency gain) that a specific fintech innovation can 

drive in a country. From a public policy point of view, it seems sensible to focus more attention 

on the retail banking market. It is by far the biggest market and on this data appears highly 

profitable. 

Table 1: Size of revenue pools and profit pools in finance ($b) 

 Banking Payments Insurance Wealth Infrastructure TOTAL 

Revenue 89 4 51 21 10 175 

Profit 36 1 14 7 4 62 

Mark-up % 40 25 27 33 40  

Source: Industry Super submission to the FSI based on BCG analysis (Figs 21 and 23). “Mark-up” is simply 

measured as profit/revenue. 

6.3 Where will Fintech innovation be greatest? 

Although banking and market technology appear to have high mark-ups and hence be 

potential targets for innovation and value capture, the fintech revolution has been triggered by 

various technological breakthroughs and these may not be as easy to aim at the big profit 

pools as to some others. Quite logically, the approach of fintech companies (and banks 

implementing fintech innovation) has been to focus on technology-based means of attacking 

financial profit pools. 

However, virtually all of finance makes heavy use of technology. The major banks for example 

are typically spending over $1b per year each on technology. As a result, it is not clear that 

using technology as the strategic criterion helps us very much in determining where the most 

value can be captured. 

With financial services, we have a field which features a wide and powerful group of 

incumbents and an intrusive regulatory system. Certainly, the incumbents can be slow to 

move, and the regulators can be helpful, but entry is unlikely to be easy.  Therefore, pure B2C 

or B2B innovations – if provided by new entrants and not as innovations provided via a 

financial services institution – will likely have a limited value. 

It is worth looking briefly at fintech innovation as a B2C or B2B service provided by a new 

entrant (i.e., a ‘disruptor’).  When we look to other industries that have been disrupted in a 
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B2C or B2B manner, there seem to be three basic tactics. The first is to identify an under-

utilised resource as with houses (Airbnb), knowledge (Google), or cars (Uber). Securitization 

may be an example in finance. From a public policy point of view this sort of entry is highly 

desirable because it makes more efficient use of an existing resource. In finance the most 

obvious parallels lie in unserved markets. In developing countries this was largely the 

unbanked. It is no surprise then that the initial successful forays into fintechs came in Kenya 

and the Philippines, countries with large unbanked populations.  

The gains from providing unserved people with at least some financial services are very large. 

This should attract fintechs to those markets and at the same time provide adequate rewards 

to justify investment. In an Australian context, the largest poorly served (though small overall) 

market appears to have been loans to people who are not served by the major banks, and 

advice to people who cannot afford it.  

The parallel in fintech in Australia is then with alternative (including peer-to-peer) lenders, 

market place lending. The greatest social benefit they can generate lies in serving new 

markets either on the demand side (accumulating capital) or the supply side (allocating 

resources). In these cases, there are significant efficiency gains to be had, and the first movers 

can reap advantages which justify the investment, before the advantages are slowly eroded 

by competition. This will produce desirable social benefits.  

The second entry strategy is to find a niche where you can provide a single product which is 

not well served by existing providers. This has been the approach of Vanguard with index 

funds, CommSec with online share trading, and PayPal with payments to online merchants. 

This has been the common line of attack of most fintechs which have aimed monoline products 

at the payments system. They broadly hope that they can use the new technologies to 

undercut segments of the payments network and capture some of the revenue. While 

payments do not seem very prospective from a profitability point of view (Table 1) its scale 

and rate of change have suggested it for entry. The social gains which might be had are less 

obvious. Since payments do not seem particularly profitable, the argument will have to be that 

the entrants will lower the cost (or improve the quality) of the service, and that this will be 

passed on to final customers. (Note this is not an argument that entrants may not be profitable 

in themselves but that the social benefits are unclear). 

The third market entry strategy is to more transformative. Schindler (2017) points to blockchain 

as a ‘foundational innovation” of a similar nature as double entry bookkeeping, incorporation 

and central clearing. These were not products but rather provide a foundation on which 

products can be built. There are clearly many other fintechs which aim at improving the 

efficiency with which the financial services infrastructure is operated. Again, they might be 
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profitable, but social value will depend on whether the benefits are passed through. `The 

Productivity Commission’s report makes this warning very clear. 

Table 2 presents a picture of where disruptive market entry by fintechs (as B2C or B2B 

companies) has occurred. The table shows how similar the pattern is in developed markets 

like the US and Europe. As suggested from the profit figures most of the action has been in 

the (highly profitable) banking business. There is also a lot more entry into payments than one 

would expect from the profitability data but clearly it has been an easier market to enter given 

the commercial value that is enabled by the fintech triggering technologies (i.e., greater 

connectibility, cloud-based computing, maturity of consumer devices) that relate to payments 

that have greatly lowered the barriers and the cost to entry. 

Table 2: Fintechs by type (% of number of entities) 

 Financing Asset Managing Payments Other 

Europe 49 9 23 19 

United States 55 9 18 18 

Source: Haddad and Hornuf (2016). 

An important finding from Haddad and Hornuf (2016) is that “the more sound the financial 

system, the lower the number of fintech start-ups in a country” – which implies that the spaces 

for successful ‘disruptive B2C’ innovation (as opposed to B2E innovations and start-ups) in 

Australia are likely to be smaller than in many other countries. As discussed above, a lot of 

the earliest direct B2C and B2B fintech action was in countries like the Philippines and Kenya, 

and the sector has exploded in China. In those cases, the regulators are now trying to catch-

up with the sector as with the recent restrictions on social scoring imposed on Tencent and 

Alibaba and the fines imposed on them for facilitating illegal cross-border payments.   In 

mature geographies, we expect to see more fintech innovation value being delivered via 

traditional financial institutions, and hence providers to the industry – including platform plays 

– to form a greater part of the ecosystem. 

6.3.1 Roboadvice 

Robo-advice may sensibly be considered as belonging to the category of products which make 

use of existing resources (a la Uber or AirBnB) and to subsequently use enabling technology 

to provide a new service from them. The central issue is that advice is very expensive to 

produce well. It requires highly trained staff who are well supervised and managed. This make 

such advice expensive so that most people cannot afford it. 
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The Royal Commission has demonstrated that firms which provide advice have tried to deal 

with the expense by cutting costs on providing the service (or in some cases by not providing 

the service at all but still charging for it).  

Roboadvice is a sensible solution to this conundrum. By using artificial intelligence, cloud, data 

analytics, and increased connectibility, it allows firms to offer most advice quite cheaply, 

without expensive staff and complicated management. It is an efficient way of making 

predictions about people’s needs. Clearly the algorithms will need to be carefully scrutinised, 

and to also gain regulatory approval, but they open up a whole new product set in advice and 

generate major gains for consumers.  They are a prime example of social value derived from 

efficiencies created from enabling technology.   

The social benefits will either come in the form of lower prices or by increased access to actual 

advice. 

7. CASE 1: ALTERNATIVE LENDERS 

As is clear from Table 2, a high proportion of the new fintech firms which have emerged are 

involved in lending. From an economic point of view, it seems sensible for firms to try to enter 

the lending market. The profit pool from basic lending is the largest source of profits for banks 

and superficially profit margins seem high (Table 1). There is also considerable public 

discussion of the problems many smaller businesses have in accessing funding, and some 

concerns that individuals too are not always able to find suitable external financing of their 

needs. For businesses in Australia, however the evidence is not strong that there really is a 

significant problem. 

The alternative lenders take several different forms but globally we have seen them emerge 

from platforms which connect individual lenders with individual borrowers, to networks which 

include institutional investors, on-balance sheet lending, securitized transactions and financial 

institutions being directly involved in either side of the transaction. While expanding the range 

and diversity of loans that can be made is likely to enhance productivity and wellbeing, as will 

reductions in transaction costs, there are clearly risks involved. Since online lenders are not 

yet of a scale to raise systemic risks, the main current risks involve consumer and investor 

protection. 

The scope for improvement in funding in Australia is unclear. Cross-national assessments 

report very positively on the Australian financial system generally. The World Bank’s ranking 

system (World Bank Group 2015) puts Australia fourth out of 185 jurisdictions for ease of 
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getting credit. Another study undertaken by the World Economic Forum (2012) finds that 

Australia is well above average for most financial access indicators including financial market 

sophistication (ranked 9 out of 62), ease of financing through local equity markets (ranked 10). 

This is even true for the ease of access to loans for organisations with a good business plan 

with no collateral (ranked 17). The OECD rates Australia’s proportion of total lending going to 

small business at very close to the median level both in terms of the overall level and the share 

of new lending. 

Looking for social value, the key questions we need to ask are: 

- Will fintech innovations expand services into unserved areas?  

- Will fintech innovations lower the cost of delivering services? 

- Will those lower costs be passed on? 

We note here that costs will be lower when decisions are made quickly. 

7.1 Expanded access 

Individuals and businesses borrow for a range of purposes and in a variety of ways. In 

developed economies, problems of access tend to focus on the ability of new businesses to 

access finance for growth. Despite this perception, much of the new lending which has 

emerged has been directed towards consumers. 

The comparison below suggests big differences between countries with China and New 

Zealand focussed on consumer lending and Australia and Japan on business lending. It is not 

clear if this difference is a measure of the immaturity of some of the local markets for consumer 

lending or whether the business market is poorly serviced by traditional lenders but the 

disparity between Australian and New Zealand has no clear explanation. 

Table 3: Breakdown of the P2P/Marketplace lending market (%) 

 Japan China Australia New Zealand 

Consumer 5 61 26 74 

Business 95 39 74 26 

Source: Cambridge/Monash/Tsinghua (2017). 

The fact that most alternative lenders in Australia have been drawn to business lending (rather 

than consumer lending) stands somewhat at odds with several local analyses. For example, 

the Productivity Commission’s 2015 Report found that access to finance was not a major 

concern for most Australian businesses: “Access to finance is not a significant barrier for most 

new businesses — most, with good reason, do not seek finance from external source”. The 
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Council of Small Businesses of Australia (COSBOA), in its 2013 submission to the Financial 

System Inquiry, made similar observations. The submission noted that only 11 percent of small 

businesses say that they have some concern about their ability to access finance to facilitate 

their growth (although two-thirds of those already have a loan}. 

The picture may be different for innovative firms, but the evidence again is that firms can 

access finance.  A Department of Industry report (Ainejad et al 2015) found that 25 percent of 

young, innovative SMEs seek external finance in any year. Some 90 percent of those that 

sought debt finance were successful: the strike rate for equity finance was much lower (50 

percent). It concludes that, at a price, small and new businesses cope and that access to debt 

finance is not an issue in Australia. 

The US evidence is somewhat different. Mills and McCarthy (2016) infer from the US data that 

there is a significant ‘shortage’ of funding for small businesses. The key finding is that “the 

data on small business credit is limited but clear signs indicate that a gap in access to credit 

exists – in small dollar loans” (p.6). Coles and Sokolykb (2016) endorse the main message 

but caution that many firms, which do not apply for finance, are self-censoring and would have 

received loans if they had applied. Their research indicates: “between 21 and 55% of 

discouraged firms would have been approved for credit if only they had applied”. If there really 

is not difference between the firms which apply and those which do not, we have a significant 

gap in financing. 

It is not clear why we see such sharp differences between Australia and the US. One 

explanation may lie in the fact that significant numbers of Australian businesses are 

discouraged borrowers. Dong et al (2014) find that “a lack of success in past finance-seeking 

behaviour continues to exert a significant and cumulative impact on finance seeking behaviour 

in the future, and that the level of capital rationing commonly observed among SMEs 

significantly understates the problem, because many simply do not seek finance based on bad 

experience”. This mirrors some of the US experience. The other important structural difference 

is the role played in the US by small regional banks which concentrate heavily on local 

business lending, and contrasts sharply with the Australian framework. We should also note 

the difference in regulation with the Australian regulator apparently being stricter about the 

risk weighting which applies to small business loans than is the case in the US. It may also be 

that regulators protect Australian individual borrowers relatively more stringently (although the 

current Royal Commission evidence suggests this may not be the case). 

A second class of explanation might be the high level of borrowing by and significant levels of 

indebtedness of Australian households. The RBA’s Financial Stability review (2017) rates “The 
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key domestic risks in the Australian financial system continue to stem from household 

borrowing. Household indebtedness, most of which is mortgage borrowing, is high and 

gradually rising against a backdrop of low interest rates and weak income growth” (S.2). The 

Bank of International Settlements (2017) December Bulletin rates China amongst the 

countries with low levels of mortgage indebtedness so that may partially explain why fintechs 

have focussed there. With household indebtedness high, any move to increase it further 

seems likely to bring the authorities into play either with direct controls of the type we have 

seen recently or with rate rises to dampen such borrowing. There has been until recently an 

effective cap on the overall level of household borrowing. 

The Productivity Commission’s 2018 draft Report into bank competitiveness reports that by 

value the clear majority of SME lending is secured by mortgages over residential property 

(over 80 percent). It found that in part this was the result of regulatory setting and 

recommended significant changes (Recommendation 9.1). It proposes that Instead of 

applying a single risk weight to all small and medium business lending not secured by a 

residence, APRA should provide a broader schedule of risk weights in its Prudential Standard 

(APS 112). These should “take into account the different risk profile and the type of lending 

(such as the value of the loans made to an individual business and alternative forms of loan 

security including commercial property and differing loan to value ratios on this security) to 

better reflect the Basel Committee’s standardised risk weightings. International best practice 

should be closely considered”.  

The essential point is that there may be solid reasons for Australian fintechs to look to enter 

the SME lending market. 

To understand how the industry in Australia might evolve, we consider some cases from 

markets which are better developed, looking first at studies of business credit. Schweitzer and 

Barkly (2017) analyse data from the US Federal Reserve’s small business credit survey. The 

survey reports that, of those small businesses which sought to borrow, 20 percent approached 

fintech lenders, 52 percent from small banks and 42 percent from large banks. (The over 5000 

businesses surveyed all had fewer than 500 employees, and fintechs included direct lenders 

and lending platforms). Broadly, younger firms, and firms losing money were more likely to 

turn to fintech lenders. 

Despite the large numbers, the statistical analysis was not particularly encouraging for the 

fintech sector. It found that there was no observable difference between firms which received 

financing from fintechs and those who missed out on financing altogether. Part of this is a 

reflection that online finance is an additional option for firms that cannot obtain traditional 
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loans, but what is also unclear in the data is that the online lenders are doing a good job of 

selecting clients. Whereas obtaining bank financing is correlated with improved performance, 

the group who receive online finance produce widely differing results of no statistical 

significance. Finally, the work suggests that businesses that receive loans from banks are 

more satisfied than are online borrowers. 

Access to credit by Australian households is often thought to be too easy not too hard.  

Household debt to GDP is well above levels in many other countries. Overall then, while 

access to finance for individuals in Australia is a smaller issue, and considerably less so than 

it is in developing countries, there are opportunities for innovative approaches to financial 

inclusion particularly at the very micro level. Good Shepherd Microfinance and Suncorp’s 

Essentials Insurance provide examples. These are institutional rather than market (peer to 

peer) responses.  

Broadly the market opportunity in access to finance in Australia seems largely to lie with the 

10 or 11 percent of businesses which have trouble getting finance (either directly or through 

access to some niche model). There may then be an overlay of discouraged borrowers.  Some 

of the opportunity may diminish if the Productivity Commission’s recommendation is accepted 

although the non-bank lending to business is still well below the pre-GFC levels so some 

natural growth should be expected. Peer to peer lending is not the only way in which small 

businesses might obtain finance with a range of policies directed towards the issue but this 

sort of lending looks the most promising at present. 

It is not clear in terms of access that there is a large opportunity in peer to peer for individuals. 

7.2 Credit Pricing 

Currently, banks are the primary source of debt finance for business and they usually require 

real estate as security against a loan. Unsurprisingly interest rates are higher for new 

businesses compared to their established counterparts because of the higher risk of default. 

The Productivity Commission pointed out the large gap between the two sorts of financing: 

interest rates for secured business loans from major banks generally range from six to nine 

per cent, while most unsecured loans (often through credit cards) range from 15 to 20 per 

cent. The PC argued that the lack of formal loan products at rates between these ranges 

indicates a potential funding gap for business that might be exploited by new lending models. 

A Reserve Bank study (Connolly et al 2015) again stressed the centrality of collateral in small 

business lending: “Typically, at least three-quarters of small business lending was 

collateralised, and around one-half to two-thirds of this lending was secured by housing. 
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Consistent with this, the lenders interviewed had only a limited appetite for unsecured lending”. 

The PC too pointed to the very limited appetite of smaller financial institutions for lending for 

business. It explains this by the high fixed costs involved in establishing a capability to properly 

assess business risk (and hence credit risk) in this class of lending.  

This body of Australian evidence suggests that there may be some spaces in business lending 

for alternative lenders. The pricing gap pointed out by the PC (between secured lending at six 

to nine percent, and unsecured at closer to 20 percent) suggests an opportunity in the middle; 

the demand for collateral by large banks; and the absence of small banks from the small-

business lending market, sets the stage. 

Figure 1: Interest rates for business lending (2004/5 to 2015/16)   

 

Notes: Weighted annual average interest rates on total outstanding credit. Large business is for outstanding loans 

$2 million and over and includes bill lending. The BBSW is the Bank Bill Swap Rate. 

Source: RBA (2017) 

Figure 1 makes clear that persistent gap between small business and large business lending 

rates. After the immediate blip during the financial crisis it seems clear that the gap between 

prices charged to the two categories of borrowers has tended to widen – from about 100 basis 

points to around 200. Some of this may be a response to changes in regulation, but if the large 

banks have been forced by regulation to ask for a higher return on SME loans the market for 

alternative lenders has become more attractive. 
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Again though, there is more than one solution. Better management of collateral would operate 

to narrow the gap, and improvements in leasing is also likely to make smaller businesses 

easier risks for banks to manage. 

Given its importance in other countries, there is a stronger body of evidence about lending to 

individuals than there is for lending to businesses. 

Jagtiani and Lemieux (2017) identify the benefits that might come from fintech lending using 

lending data from Lending Club. It contrasts the Lending Club analysis with a range of official 

data sources (FICO scores etc). Perhaps the most important finding is that the Club’s internal 

scoring system is not highly correlated with the FICO scores used by the banks and appears 

to add value to the analysis of customer risk. This suggests there is value in alternative 

information sources. As a lending business, the Club performs well with a high correlation 

between rating grades, interest rate spreads and loan performance. It has rapidly spread 

across the US, expanding fastest in areas that had highly concentrated banking systems and 

those where bank branches were being cut back fastest. 

The Figure below indicates the declining correlation at Lending Club between the two methods 

of rating borrowers. At the extreme, in 2015, about 8 percent of people with sub-prime FICO 

scores (below 680) were scored at the top level (A) of the Lending Club’s internal scoring 

system. Even as the correlations have fallen through time, the paper finds that the Lending 

Club scores remain good predictors of the probability of default. The low correlation meant 

that some customers were able to obtain loans, and secure better terms from the Lending 

Club than from a traditional lender. 
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Figure 2: Correlation between FICO score and Lending Club internal credit scoring   

 

Source: Jagtiani and Lemieux (2017) 

There also appears to be an important impact on prices. Faia and Paiella (2017) uses Prosper 

and Lending Club data to focus on the value of non-standard information measured in terms 

of its impact on rates charged. Its key finding is that soft information (past history of borrowing 

on the platform, endorsements, borrowing from friends and endorsement) can reduce the 

amount a borrower has to pay by between 1.5 and 4.5 percentage points. A willingness by 

borrowers to document income reduces the rate by a further one percent. Intriguingly 

borrowers who have no other open credit, pay a premium of over two percentage points. 

Dietrich and Wenli (2016) studies peer to peer lending in Switzerland using individual loan 

data provided by a Swiss lender. The lender uses a reverse auction model (rather than posted 

prices which are becoming common in other markets). The focus of the work is on the 

determinants of the interest rates. There are two peculiarities of Swiss law - only 20 bidders 

can participate in any loan, and the interest rate may not exceed 15 percent. The specific 

characteristics of the loan (duration, size, frequency of auctions etc) all have the correct impact 

on interest rates, but there does seem to be some subjectivity in the response to different 

borrowers (towards Swiss citizens and away from borrowers with large families). 

There is very little evidence about whether fintechs lower the price businesses pay to borrow. 

This would be an important opportunity because the evidence in Figure 1 is that major banks 

have increased the margin in their SME lending by about 100 basis points since the GFC. This 

may be because of tighter regulation but may also be a rational response of bank management 
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(especially given the problems Bankwest encountered in trying to grow its small business 

lending book).  

If lightly regulated fintechs can lend more cheaply, without exposing themselves to in 

appropriate risk, then this is potentially an important source of social gain. The caveat is 

important. The fintech sector has limited experience in evaluating credit risk. We will not really 

know how effective it is a source of funds until the economy has been through a full credit 

cycle. 

There is evidence that some households can borrow more cheaply when fintechs use a wider 

range of information about them than is usual. It is not clear that this is particularly important 

in Australia where households are already heavily indebted. 

As a cautionary note, at the RBA conference on small business leading US academic warned 

that “The assertion that technological innovation has significantly altered the way financial 

institutions lend to SMEs is widespread in the literature. But relatively little evidence has been 

offered to support this contention” (Udell, p92).  

7.3 Business analysis: will the benefits be passed on 

Fintech lending to businesses in Australia has been growing strongly and dominates lending 

to households. There does not seem to be any evidence yet that the terms are any better than 

that provided by traditional lenders. If there is a benefit, the advantage seems to lie in the fact 

that more firms can access finance. 

7.3.1 How big are the potential benefits? 

The social value of the expansion of finance to this group of firms will depend on the 

incremental return made on the investments over alternative uses of funds, and the quantum 

of finance offered. The COSBOA survey cited above said some 11 percent of small 

businesses were constrained by finance and the ABS reported a figure of 17 percent of small 

businesses rated difficulty in obtaining finance as their major constraint (See Connolly and 

Jackman 2017). 

If we can assume in line with the US evidence that small businesses currently with limited 

access to finance are no different from other small firms, then we can dimension the potential 

gains if those currently failing to get finance were able to do so. The basic assumptions are 

that an additional 10 percent of small firms can get finance, and that they use it just as well as 

current firms. 
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The table below derives a rough estimate of the value which might be available from additional 

small business lending. It works on the assumption that an extra 10% of the total number of 

small businesses would be funded, that they would get the current average level of debt, and 

that they would use their funds as profitably as small businesses do now.  

Table 4: How much is extra small business lending worth?  

 PROFITABLE UNPROFITABLE TOTAL 

 
Unincorporated Incorporated 

    

Number 1,072,000 42,000 639,000 2,113,000 

Average profit (EBIT) 47,000 79,000 -43,000  

Average assets (net) 238,000 169,000 203,000  

Average debt (25% gearing)  59,500 42,250 50,750  

ROA (%) 20 47 -21  

 

Number 107,200 40,200 63,900 211,300 

Additional lending 6,378,400,000 1,698,450,000 3,242,925,000 11,319,775,000 

Additional profit (EBIT) 5,038,400,000 3,175,800,000 -2,747,700,000 5,466,500,000 

Source: Extracted from Connolly et al (2012). 

An extra 211,000 small businesses would be funded to the tune of just over $11b. On this they 

would generate an extra $5b of EBIT. This looks like an upper limit on the benefits which might 

be generated. A proper calculation would also consider that the funds would have to be 

withdrawn from some other part of the economy and the macroeconomic consequences of 

the extra credit. 

7.3.2 Will the benefits be passed on to borrowers? 

If there are social gains which might be had by innovative lending, whether they will be passed 

on to consumers depends critically on the structure of the lending industry. We need to 

consider both sides of the book as we try to form a view on this. 

The key attraction to borrowers seems largely to be that they can access funds not available 

through the normal banking system. New lenders have been willing to use a wider range of 

customer data to assess borrowers. So, it is possible that fintech are more productively 

efficient than current providers. It is not clear that this is a sustainable competitive advantage 

for the sector. The fact that P2P lenders currently have superior screening of borrowers to that 

of traditional lenders may simply be transitional. 
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The second potential area of advantage may arise from individual and institutional lenders 

who want to take on some of the credit risk directly rather than having it intermediated through 

the banking system. Prudential regulation puts many limits around the sorts of risks banks can 

take, incentivise them to prefer collateralized lending and to shorten the profile of their lending. 

This creates a form of market failure in the dis-incentivized areas and potential creates areas 

of excess return (done for prudential purposes usually). Paravisini et al (2016) point to the 

large degree of heterogeneity and skewness in risk appetite amongst people who have lent 

money on the Lending Club platform. While institutions might also like some of this risk, it must 

be heavily correlated with other risks in the economy so provides little diversity. The Financial 

Times has pointed to the advantages in this market starting to be arbitraged away, ”The top 

performing quarter of private debt funds that began investing in 2014 have returned 12.9 per 

cent, while the bottom quarter delivered 4.1 per cent, according to the most recent figures 

available from data provider Preqin. That is down from figures of 20.8 per cent and 8.3 per 

cent for funds that began investing in 2009, respectively” (13 October 2017). To the extent 

that the funds come from traditional debt providers, it is not clear that fintechs will have a 

sustainable advantage in sourcing funds. 

The third advantage of the P2P lies in intermediation costs. Leech (2015) suggests that 

intermediation costs of SME loans are some 60 percent cheaper with Lending Club compared 

to its traditional bank competitors on a fully loaded basis. Given the recent data breaches at 

Equifax, regulatory pressure is likely to require that non-traditional lenders strengthen their 

data protection and can demonstrate regulatory compliance which will certainly raise their 

costs. Again, though it is not clear that this is a sustainable advantage unless driven by 

prudential regulation. 

The US evidence (Wolf and Yu 2017) considers the commercial impact of peer to peer lenders 

and finds that the main impact is to displace small regional banks. The research finds that 

about a quarter of peer to peer loans substitute directly for loans from small banks with virtually 

no impact on large banks. This is interesting in an Australian context where the Productivity 

Commission observed that smaller financial institutions shied away from lending for business 

almost completely. It explained this by the high fixed costs involved in establishing a capability 

to properly assess business risk (and hence credit risk) in this class of lending. Looking further 

into the commercial advantages enjoyed by P2P lenders in the US, Buchak et al (2017) find 

that “lenders expand among borrower segments and geographical areas in which regulatory 

burdens have made lending more difficult for traditional, deposit-taking banks”. Its overall 

assessment is that over half of the growth in shadow banking is a response to the regulatory 
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pressures imposed on traditional banks and about one-third is a result of its technological 

advantages. 

There is little evidence to data that fintech has an advantage in assessing business credits. It 

will be particularly interesting to see how they perform over the cycle. 

7.4 Conclusion 

The rapid growth in P2P and alternative lending is likely to produce its greatest benefit through 

its use of alternative information in screening. The social gains, at least in Australia, are likely 

to be greatest amongst small businesses which cannot access funds at present. Niche 

lenders, providing funds to innovative and new firms, are valuable. 

One basic concern is whether the fintechs have any sustainable advantages. The better use 

of information and use of better business process will soon be copied by manor institutions. 

Fintechs also have important disadvantages in accessing funds (in the absence of a deposit 

base) and acquiring clients, relative to incumbents. It is not clear how the balance of costs and 

benefits will play out. 

The second issue is whether the fintechs will survive through the business cycle. To the extent 

they rely on wholesale funds they will be subject to runs in a crisis situation (depending on the 

extent that withdrawals are allowed). They have a risk on the other side of their books too, in 

that their credit evaluation and lending practices have not been tested through a full credit 

cycle.  

There is one important contribution shadow banks offer however in that they provide channels 

for people to take risks which are not tolerated through the highly regulated sectors. As we 

have saw in the ‘sixties and ‘seventies, heavy regulation of banks leads to the emergence of 

shadow banks. If they are not so big as to cause systemic risk, and the investors are informed 

about the risks involved, then they create social value. Nevertheless, after the history of 

financial crises, regulators will monitor closely any segment of the financial sector which grows 

rapidly. 

8. CASE 2: PAYMENTS 

An effective payments system is fundamental to the functioning of a market economy. 

Payments systems also tend to consume significant resources: the RBA’s estimate of the total 

resource costs of the Australian payments’ system is 0.71 percent of GDP. For Canada the 

local estimate is 0.78 percent (Stewart et al 2014, Kosse 2017 respectively). While payments 

systems are large and crucial to economic functioning, they generate a profit pool which is 

small relative to that for lending. 
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Despite the small profit pool, payments have been one of the main areas of investment for 

fintechs. Estimates suggest that almost 40 percent of all funds raised last year for fintech went 

into payments-type businesses. And the growth rate in non-cash payments has been 

significant: Figure 3, from Tellez (2017) shows the basic pattern for Australia. 

Figure 3: Non-cash payments per capita   

 

Payments are of course complicated. We normally think of five players involved in any 

transaction. The customer, the customer’s bank, the merchant, the merchant’s bank, and often 

a card company. When the payment was made with a card, there was also a technology 

provider involved, often provided by the merchant’s bank but now opened to a sixth and 

seventh player as a mobile phone handset is used, and subject to a separate contract with a 

telco or other provider of apps. 

At one extreme, we have the customer handing cash across to the merchant that he or she 

had withdrawn earlier from a bank, or even writing a cheque on bank paper and handing it 

over. At the other extreme, we have people sending money to others via a phone number 

without any physical contact at all. 

The technology seems likely to have its main impact at two stages. Much of the initial focus 

has been on the stage between the customer and the merchant, making use of increased 

connectibility and advancements in consumer devices (i.e., smart phones & tablets). 
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8.1 Payments provision 

In Australia’s economy, all consumers, all social security recipients and all merchants have 

access to the payments system at least in the form of cash so that pure access is unlikely to 

be a major driver of change. The essential offering by entrants to payments thus should 

logically focus on issues of convenience, efficiency and price to users rather than access per 

se. Since there are multiple actors in any payment, price and convenience apply at multiple 

stages in a transaction. 

For customers, the issue of convenience appears to be central to the process of adoption of 

new payments technologies. The European Central Bank found that “despite speed and 

security being statistically significant determinants of consumer payment choice, neither 

improvement is likely to increase consumer welfare in an economically significant way ...  other 

attributes of payments—convenience, cost, and record keeping—have greater effects on 

consumer payment behaviour” (Schuh and Stavins 2015). In a US Federal Reserve survey, 

customers rated convenience as the most important attribute of payments. Hayashi (2012) 

reports similar findings. 

RBA findings suggest that speed of payments is a significant determinant of consumer 

payment choice: referenced in PC report into Competition in the Australian Financial System 

(https://www.pc.gov.au/inquiries/current/financial-system/draft/financial-system-draft.pdf 

p.293). In the example traced out below we attempt to measure the value of the time saved 

with different payment technologies 

B2B payments are more complex. When businesses pay one another the process is 

cumbersome, involving invoices, waits of 30-to-120-days, multiple banks and platforms, 

reconciliation with accounting systems, and phone calls.  International payments are even 

more complex. Progress appears to have been much slower since the remittance revolution 

more than a decade ago. 

Convenience has a value, at least to some customers. The RBA’s Lam and Ossolinski (2015) 

provides some estimates of how much customers would be willing to pay for the additional 

convenience of using a form of payment other than cash.  It finds that relative to paying $50 

cash for a transaction, 20 percent of customers are willing to pay 50 cents more for the 

convenience of using a debit card, and 30 percent of customers would be willing to pay 50 

cents to use their credit card. 

In contract to consumers, for merchants the most important issues appear to speed of 

transaction and the scalability of the method. (Tender) time is lowest for contactless which 
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goes part of the way to explaining its rapid adoption. The RBA estimates of tender time are, 

for contactless cards 11 seconds; cards involving contact 20 seconds; and cash 25 seconds 

(Stewart et al 2014). As a comparison, the Bank of Canada found cash to take 12 seconds, 

contactless cards 15 seconds, and cards with pin numbers 26 seconds (Kosse et al 2017). 

Governments and proponents of electronic payment methods also suggest that the size of the 

black economy might be reduced with more extensive use of electronic payments. However, 

the emergence of bitcoin, and its apparent use for illegal activities, suggests that changes in 

financial technologies do not necessarily function for the good. Essentially the proposition is 

untested in practice. 

That said, the benefits of new payments technologies appear to relate primarily to convenience 

(taken here as direct to the customer rather than considering the external effect on other 

customers waiting in queue). 

At a wage of $70,000 per year, each second worked is worth about one cent. So, if people 

value their time on this basis, the convenience of better payments may be worth between 5 

and 15 cents for average transactions. Across the whole economy undertaking 15 billion 

transactions per year, the ballpark estimate would be that this change produces about $750m 

- $2,000m in extra convenience (of less time in checkout queues). Of course, if people do not 

value their time in this way, the convenience value could be as little as zero. The evidence 

cited in the paragraph above suggests that about half the population places a positive value 

on the convenience of a shorter tender time. 

For merchants there would be no real gain. Both they and all their competitors would make 

the same time savings, so capacity would rise, and competition would force some out of 

business until we got back to the competitive equilibrium. If we take the sector as being close 

to perfectly competitive, any cost savings will be competed away. 

As shown in Table 2, fintechs have been attracted strongly to the payments sector. As 

discussed, some of the reason for this is the factor that this is an area which in many sub-

sectors (particularly the merchant side) is quite inexpensive to enter and with a low barrier to 

entry – limited physical footprint, and limited demand for capital. The social benefits seem 

most likely to accrue to customers in terms of greater convenience but not to be particularly 

large. 
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8.2 Pricing 

The discussion above only considered the final stage in the payments process, that between 

the customer and the merchant. It demonstrated that there are convenience benefits to 

customers which could be quite significant, possibly about 1% of GDP. 

With payments however, there are a range of other costs which need to be set against the 

benefits at the till, notably charges between banks, between customers and banks, between 

merchants and banks, customer surcharges, card company charges etc. Different forms of 

payment incur different sets of costs, and the costs are borne by different economic agents. 

In making retail payments, customers decide how to pay for any transaction, but they do not 

individually bear the cost of their choice. If I hand over cash, the merchant must manage the 

currency, protect it and bank it. If I pay by cheque, the piece of paper must be managed by 

the merchant, deposited in a bank, and settled with another bank. Cards again incur a different 

set of costs. Some costs are borne by customers, some by merchants, some by the 

merchant’s bank, some by the customer’s bank and some by intermediaries such as the card 

company. And there are a whole range of background charges levied for their services, 

changing the incidence of some of the costs. 

The Reserve Bank has broken down the full set of private costs for the main forms of payment 

in Australia. The table below from the RBA, shows the difference in the costs of using credit 

cards as opposed to using cash for an average transaction. 

The Table shows for example that the customer’s bank incurs $1.47 in costs in processing a 

typical credit card transaction but recoups 93 cents of that from other parties, so its private net 

cost is 55 cents. The merchant’s bank incurs 28 cents in cost but recoups 29 cents, so it makes 

a slight ‘profit’ on the transaction. The merchant incurs 22 cents directly and pays $1.03 so 

incurs a total cost to the merchant of the transaction of $1.25. The customer pays 19 cents 

(partly through an annual fee). The total private cost of a credit card transaction is thus about 

$1.98 (= 0.54+1.25+0.19). 

The bottom portion of the Table shows that for a cash payment, the total resource cost is 53 

cents (= 0.15+0.25+0.13). In between we have the resource costs of debit card transaction of 

59 cents (-0.04+0.42+0.21). Note that these are costs for average sized transactions in each 

category. 
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Table 5: Credit cards, debit cards and cash: private net costs paid (Dollars per average-

sized transaction)  

 Financial Institutions Merchants Customers 

 
Customer’s 

Bank 
Merchant’s 

Bank 
All     

Mastercard and Visa Credit Cards 

Resource Cost Incurred 1.47 0.28 1.76 0.22 na 

Net Transfer Paid -0.93 -0.29 -1.22 1.03 0.19 

Total Private Net Cost 0.55 -0.01 0.54 1.25 na 

Debit Cards 

Resource Cost Incurred 0.29 0.13 0.17 0.20 na 

Net Transfer Paid -0.43 -0.22 -0.20 0.22 0.21 

Total Private Net Cost -0.13 -0.10 -0.04 0.42 na 

Cash 

Resource Cost Incurred 0.10 0.09 0.19 0.27 na 

Net Transfer Paid 0.07 -0.13 -0.04 -0.02 0.13 

Total Private Net Cost 0.17 -0.04 0.15 0.25 na 

Source: Stewart et al (2014) RBA Research Discussion Paper 2014-14, Table 7. 

To see how this changes our view of the benefits of moving away from cash, consider Table 

6 below. The first three columns consider a system with half all payments made by debit card, 

and a quarter each by credit cards and cash. The next three columns assume all payments 

were made by cash – the result would be very similar if all payments were made by debit card. 

The example is not trivial. The RBA’s most recent survey of how Australians pay finds that in 

2016 some 22 percent of all payments were made by credit and charge card which was up 

from 19 percent in 2013. So, while payments overall are growing strongly, credit-type cards 

are taking and increasing share https://www.rba.gov.au/publications/rdp/2017/pdf/rdp2017-

04.pdf. Figure 3 above also demonstrates the growth in credit usage in payments. 

There are three main points of the above analysis – which, it should be noted, mostly form the 

context for fintech, and are not necessarily the result of: 

 On RBA data, when full costs are taken into account the move away from cash is not 

necessarily good 

 Moving from cash payments to debit cards (and eftpos) can produce significant 

benefits but moving from cash to credit cards seems likely to have negative social 
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benefit (This is probably a result of the fact that in this context credit cards amount to 

a form of unsecured lending so that a hefty margin is built into the costs as protection 

against risk). 

 To date, the negative impact has probably exceeded the positive one. 

 Table 6: Approximate excess resource cost of cards over cash  

 
Number of 

Transactions 

(Millions) 

Cost per 

Transaction 

($) 

Cost 

(Millions) 

Number of 

Transactions 

(Millions) 

Cost per 

Transaction 

($) 

Cost 

(Millions) 

Debit Cards 10,000 0.59 5,900 0 1.98 0 

Credit Cards 5,000 1.98 9,900 0 0.59 0 

Cash, etc. 5,000 0.53 2,950 20,000 0.53 10,600 

Total   18,700   10,600 

Source: Author’s calculation 

Transaction sizes are important. The RBA research finds that for payments under $20, cash, 

eftpos, and contactless debit transaction all have about the same costs. Above $20, eftpos 

has the lowest resource cost. 

A more formal analysis would consider the incremental costs of collection cash and an 

allowance for the differences in transaction size. The key point remains that the total resource 

cost of moving to a system of payment by card may well be negative, especially with credit 

cards making up such a large share of the total.  

8.3 Business analysis: will the benefits be passed on? 

As we have seen, a very large part of the practical interest in fintechs globally has related to 

payments, and especially retail payments. There seem to be four main reasons for this: 

 Entry is low cost (asset and compliance light although attracting customers can be 

difficult), 

 Business is scalable in that the marginal operation costs are very small, 

 Technology has provided the means to provide greater convenience, 

 The US is not as advanced as many other countries in payments and hence a lot of 

the activity is centre there. 

The technological imperative is clear. A firm can enter many parts of the payments business 

with minimal investment compared to most other areas of finance: there is no branch network 

and no need to roll-out hardware. The use of the cloud and dependence on software make 
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the business very scalable. The B2B payments world is much more complicated and beset by 

lack of standards. The fact that individuals now carry smart phones has created the potential 

for disruption on the demand side as well.   It should be noted that certain areas – namely on 

the issuer side of payments – have significant investment requirements and a high barrier to 

entry. However, this area of payments has seen relatively few fintech innovations, likely due 

to the high cost of entry. 

Inefficient pricing – customers do not see the full price of the service they are choosing - and 

regulation – there have been multiples rounds of regulation and more proposed - have made 

retail payments on the merchant and consumer side even more attractive as an entry route. 

8.3.1 How big are the potential gains? 

The small size of the profit pool relative to other areas of banking, has not inhibited entry. The 

fact that there are many millions of transactions per year in Australia has attracted those who 

aim to take even a small clip on this throughput. The other point which is clear from the chart 

of costs is that credit cards are much more expensive than other forms of payment (as 

unsecured loans) and from Figure 3 that customers have been moving rapidly from cheaper 

to more expensive forms of payment. Convenience appearing to be the core driver. This 

means that there is the potential for the revenue pool to increase significantly. 

The impact on the profit pool is however moot – competition is likely to force profits back down 

to costs in an environment where entry is easy. The role of Visa, Mastercard and Amex in the 

system suggests that there are advantages accruing to scale, probably network advantages. 

The addition of another large-scale operator like UnionPay could well reduce the advantages 

of the incumbent and destabilize the system with benefits to consumers (if Visa and 

Mastercard are extracting economic rents). From their Annual Reports the combined global 

profits of the two is of the order of $25b so their Australian profits will be around $500m of 

which about $150m is likely to come from international transactions. Of the $350m in local 

profits, even assuming half is economic rent, puts the gains that might be extracted by more 

competition in the order of $150m. 

While this is a considerable sum, it is far less than the cost arising from consumers choosing 

to use their credit cards to make payments when there are much cheaper alternatives 

available (including debit cards and eftpos). 
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8.3.2 Will the gains be passed on to users? 

Even though paying with cards imposes excess social costs, and cost which exceed the 

(average) gain in convenience, it can still be rational for individual consumers to pay with 

cards. From the table above on the resource costs of different forms of payment, it is clear 

that if I make the average transaction by card the store (merchant) pays $1.25 for the payment 

service but if I pay with cash it only pays 25 cents. Since the store normally sells the goods to 

us both at the same price, its net receipts are lower when people pay with cards. Since the 

store must cover its costs from its revenues, in effect the cash customer finishes up 

contributing more and the card customer relatively less. The credit customers get the same 

goods at the same price despite adding more to the store’s costs and has the convenience of 

paying with card. (There are usually other card features which do not change the basic story). 

This drives up the social cost of payments. The policy solution is not obvious. As the 

Productivity Commission says: “To the extent that price matters (and it normally does), 

consumers are likely to be worse off under the current market trend but have no easy way of 

being aware of this or of acting to promote lower-cost payments”. (Productivity Commission 

2017 p281). In effect the person making the decision to use a credit card rather than a debit 

card, and both before the eftpos system or cash, does not know how much they are paying 

for the pleasure – directly and indirectly. 

We might expect regulators to take a dim view of the move towards more expensive forms of 

payment so that more intervention seems likely and regulation plays an important role. The 

Australian regulators have tried a range of methods to control excessive pricing across the 

system, from interchange fees to surcharges. There has been partial success, but the system 

is becoming increasingly complicated (see King and Maddock 2017). 

The rapid expansion of tap and go cards has exacerbated the problem with a sharp increase 

in the number of payments being routed through credit facilities. The RBA’s Payments System 

Board is considering least cost routing as a remedy: “Members [of the Board] were 

encouraged that some financial institutions have made progress towards providing least-cost 

routing functionality to their merchant customers. The Board expects to make a decision at its 

May meeting as to whether the market is providing this functionality or if the Bank should issue 

a draft standard for consultation” (Minutes of February 2018 meeting). 

The suggestion though is that customers should have a choice, a bit like the current model 

with Savings/Credit buttons on eftpos machines. It is not clear that this really provides a 

solution since customers still have little or no information about the true cost of the decision. 
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Box 1: Are consumers sensitive to pricing? 

A central issue with the current regulation is that customers do not see the full cost of their 

choices. As shown in Table 5, under current regulation customer prices are very different 

from full costs. The key role of this Box is to demonstrate that customers are very sensitive 

to price. According a better regulatory model could reduce credit card use significantly. 

Lam and Ossolinski (2015), in the context of surcharging, provide some estimates of the 

price sensitivity of people using cards in the context of making a $50 transaction. There key 

result is that about 50% of their respondents were willing to use a credit card if no surcharge 

was involved, this fell to just 30% if there was a 50-cent surcharge (see chart). This suggests 

that customers would quickly move away from credit card payments if the true cost of their 

decision was transparent to them. 

At the moment, there is normally no price differential when people pay with cards, so that 

the current charge is perceived to be zero. In this world, people prefer to use credit cards 

for about half their transactions and debit cards for just under 40 percent. This is not far 

from the current overall data cited above. If we moved to a world where costs were 

transparent (say 100 basis points), demand for cards would fall by between one-third and 

one-fifth. Prices of goods in the economy would fall by about 50 cents per transaction or at 

least $500 million. 

Figure 4: % of respondents willing to pay surcharges (basis points) of different sizes   

 

Source: Lam and Ossolinski (2015), p16. 
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8.4 Conclusion 

The high level of entry into retail payments may reflect the relatively low costs of entry for 

fintechs and the very large volume of transactions; it may also be a function of the triggers/ 

enabling technologies and the areas to which they are easily applied (i.e., merchant acquiring 

payments on B2B retail, etc..). Payments also has the advantage for technology-based players 

that they do not have to build branches or have substantial financial backing. Accordingly, a 

lot of fintech interest has been directed towards payments, and it appears that they will be 

able to generate significant value from the efficiencies generated. 

However, it also appears that certain forms of payments are under-priced, from a social cost 

perspective. This means that the sector is likely to be too big, and some of the entry 

inappropriate. This leads to welfare and economic losses for Australia as resources are 

diverted away from cash, debit cards and eftpos, and towards more expensive payments’ 

mechanisms. Because of this, regulatory intervention is likely to increase. 

Least-cost routing is just the latest form of regulatory intervention. There have been many 

previous interventions designed to improve the operation of the sector. 

9. CASE 3: BLOCKCHAIN 

The third area where fintech has the potential to transform finance is in the underlying 

infrastructure used. The most notable new idea is the blockchain. The core idea is 

straightforward: rather than a single entity being the place where transactions are registered, 

and which is the source of truth, blockchain relies on multiple entities holding a copy of the 

register and verifying transactions (see Figure 5). The truth is thus shared, and no single party 

can alter it without the agreement of the other parties. 
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Figure 5: Distributed ledger model   

 

Source: http://santanderinnoventures.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/The-Fintech-2-0-Paper.pdf 
 

Blockchain is potentially an important part of the financial infrastructure. As is clear from the 

early table on the relative profitability of different segments (Table 1), investment in the 

segment is potentially very profitable. Blockchain is clearly not the only part of the 

infrastructure which is worth investing in, and the major institutions are all investing heavily in 

their own process improvements, but it has attracted the most attention. In addition to any 

underlying economic argument supporting a diversified model, there may be other benefits 

most particularly by evading centralised counterparties which are often heavily scrutinised. 

Cryptocurrencies which employ blockchain are reputed to be particularly attractive to facilitate 

illegal transactions. 

Nevertheless, finance is currently organised around a series of hubs – brokers, exchanges 

and clearing houses – while many other activities are moving towards more decentralised 

models. Compared to traditional financial processes with many intermediaries, there is clear 

potential to reduce operational risk, increase speed and reduce costs. Santander (2015) for 

example writes that: “Our analysis suggests that distributed ledger technology could reduce 

banks’ infrastructure costs attributable to cross-border payments, securities trading and 

regulatory compliance by between $15-20 billion per annum by 2022” (P15). 
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9.1 Financial Access 

The blockchain model allows multiple parties to have access to the ledger which records 

transactions to participate in the processing of transactions. This removes any monopoly 

power held for example by a land registrar, or stock exchange and allows multiple parties to 

verify transactions. In addition to any cost savings there may be some advantages in this to 

the parties involved in that they can see the flows in detail. This may be valuable to parties in 

understanding, for example, who is selling a particular stock at the moment. 

The most quoted case where blockchain appears to have generated benefits is through Ripple 

which operates in foreign exchange transactions. It has at its heart a ledger which is public. 

Every Ripple user can update the ledger but there is a voting mechanism amongst users which 

validates (or votes to reject) any proposed update to the ledger. The main source of advantage 

lies in the uses of a single ledger for foreign transactions contrasted with the standard system 

which relies on having three separate settlement processes – a local institution with a globally 

active bank, a settlement between globally active banks in different countries, and between 

the other globally active bank and a local institution. The currency matching is achieved 

through a market-makers ‘auction’ where Ripple choses the lowest cost alternative. (Ripple 

also offers is own cryptocurrency to intermediate transactions although this is not essential to 

the model and never likely to be used as frequently as the USD). 

Every settlement process involves risks for the parties which are involved – counterparty risk, 

liquidity risk, credit risk, currency risk, operational risk etc. Replacing three settlements with 

one has clear advantages. Reducing the time lag involved (up to four days in the current 

model) also reduces several of the risks and produces a potential source of gain. It is worth 

remembering however that this is a very particular case where there was no single central 

ledger against which the decentralised model could be compared. 

There are several similar cases. Trade finance is particularly problematic in the absence of 

single ledgers and over the counter trades can also be slow to clear. By contrast there are 

many markets in which there is a trusted party which operates the ledger. In domestic 

payments, the central bank provides the trusted ledger and banks maintain settlement 

accounts at the central bank. The stock market and the land titles office also provide 

centralised ledgers. In these situations, the case for a distributed ledger is less clear. It is 

ultimately an empirical question as to whether centralised ledgers are more efficient than 

distributed ledgers.   There also may be significant future benefits that are not immediately 

evident, based on the ability of distributed trust systems to span existing organisational 

boundaries. 
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The other important distinction amongst distributed ledger models focusses on who can play. 

Bitcoin operates a permissionless system, open to a wide range of anonymous players. These 

never seem likely to meet the normal financial standards for banks and other registered 

financial systems who normally must meet know-your-customer and anti-money-laundering 

standards. A permissioned system by contrast would have rules (and a rule maker) who would 

approve or reject potential participants and establish rules of the game including imposing 

capital requirements, requiring risk management procedures, and approaches to fraud, error 

corrections, managing intellectual property, imposing penalties and so on. It would also have 

to incorporate some basis for assigning liability in the case of problems and define the relevant 

jurisdiction for legal enforcement (see Zetzsche et al 2017). 

It seems likely then that the financial system will force distributed ledgers into a permissioned 

mode or will begin its experimentation in a permissioned mode before becoming more open. 

By itself this will (by design) reduce access to players who are supervised in some way. Even 

if the permission is agreed by some constellation of regulated players, their activity will still be 

subject to the normal rules of behaviour. Blockchain is thus unlikely to increase immediately 

access to the formal financial system, however the longer-term effects on access are difficult 

to predict.  

Permissionless distributed ledgers do have the potential to allow access to other parties. 

However, Rogoff (2018) was very clear about how he saw the future of cryptocurrencies: 

“when it comes to the monetary system, the government makes the rules. You cannot win the 

game. If they’re not winning, they will change the rules. That’s what will happen here” 

(Interview https://www.businessinsider.com.au/rogoff-next-financial-crisis-cryptocurrencies-

bitcoin-2018-1?r=US&IR=T). 

Nevertheless, such distributed ledgers will prove useful in a wide range of applications. Their 

key advantage is that they allow remote verification of transactions, effectively a concrete audit 

trail which provides parties with the certainty they need to undertake a transaction. This is 

achieved without any previous assumption of trust between the parties, and without verification 

by a centralised authority of any sort. 

It is an important new technology. 

9.2 Pricing 

While it is often asserted that distributed ledger technology will enable financial transactions 

to be completed more efficiently and by inference more cheaply, it is not clear what 
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comparisons are being made. In practice we need to compare distributed ledgers and their 

full compliance framework with alternatives. 

Systems such as PayPal are very efficient in enabling money to be spent around the globe. 

The cost of transferring money per se between accounts in very small, and all electronic 

payments systems will incur similarly small costs in doing so. PayPal does not actually charge 

people for the transfer in the case where both parties have PayPal accounts. 

The final costs to users though incorporate a wide range of other FX conversion services – 

security, fraud protection, vehicles for making the money available etc. Western Union for 

example allows the quick, secure and efficient transfer of funds between a village in one 

country and a village in another. Much of the cost will be incurred at the two ends and not in 

the transfer of funds itself. It is possible that distributed ledger providers could provide such 

integrated services more cheaply than Western Union, but it is not obviously clear that they 

can. The other main cost contributor will be in meeting compliance obligations, providing 

security and redundancy. The relative cost seems to depend more on business process 

efficiency than anything to do with distributed ledgers. 

Regulation will be important. Distributed ledger models are still ultimately transferring assets 

between people and will inevitably have to address the standard public concerns for consumer 

protection that impact all such transfers. As non-banks, operators may have some advantages 

over deposit-taking institutions, but entities like Visa, PayPal and Western Union can mimic 

these advantages with distributed ledgers. 

The other costs of distributed ledger systems that are often ignored are the costs of 

participating in and managing the system. There is starting to be some concern expressed for 

example about the energy costs of trying to mine bitcoins. To truly gauge the full cost of the 

system the costs incurred by all miners (successful and unsuccessful) would need to be 

included. The verification of transactions in distributed ledgers is also potentially expensive. 

Each additional member of the network is potentially connected to every other, so the number 

of potential linkages grows very rapidly. Verification relies on each (or at least some) member 

evaluating every transaction by every pair of players. The mathematics gets large quickly and 

so will the verification cost. 

Scaling is also an area worth reviewing. Centralised market platforms (stock exchanges, land 

registries and so forth) emerged gradually because they saved on the costs of search and 

transaction. Stock brokers originally formed and owned exchanges precisely for this purpose. 

Jamie Dimon in a recent interview put it colourfully as “My father and grandfather were 
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stockbrokers, and they would actually take stock certificates from a vault, give it to a runner, 

and send it to another vault. Then somebody said, “Let’s digitize it and have one vault.””  The 

exchanges have since tended to add further value by establishing standards, but this of course 

imposed additional restrictions – there is still an over the counter business. Technology has 

undercut the benefits of centralised exchanges by making it cheap to search and to maintain 

records (as with distributed ledgers). If all participants must maintain records of every 

transaction, not just their own, then there may be disadvantages of scale within distributed 

ledger business models.  Then again, given that the advances in data and cloud computing 

as enabling technologies have rendered data and computing power essentially free, scale 

may no longer matter. 

We do not know the answer to the question of whether distributed ledgers will bring wide 

efficiency gains to the financial system, even though it appears that they will. A fair comparison 

requires all the costs of distributed ledger systems to be included.  It is not clear that they will 

– or when they do, will - provide cheaper solutions to asset transfer issues than simpler 

systems operated for example by groups like PayPal. 

9.3 Business analysis: will the benefits be passed on? 

At this stage it is not clear that there will be cost efficiencies from distributed ledger systems 

where those systems are employed within the regulated financial system. By contrast there 

may be considerable efficiencies for other sectors particularly in cases where parties wish to 

keep their identities obscured or (as in many markets) where identities are not essential to the 

transaction. For our purposes this latter category is out of scope. 

The regulatory requirements and governance overlays seem inevitably to operate as barriers 

to entry. The dynamic which arose after the global financial crisis which led regulators to try to 

force more activity onto exchanges seems certain to prevail. Even if, as has been suggested, 

the regulators become part of a distributed ledger system, and able to monitor what is 

happening in real time, they are unlikely to shift the onus of proof about decisions made away 

from the regulated participants. Thus, we see the same regulatory principle being applied that 

any business which provides advice through an artificially intelligent system (as with robo-

advice) to be licenced and to retain all the normal responsibilities it would have if the advice 

had been delivered in some other way (APRA RG255). 

The most probable beneficiaries of distributed ledger technologies within the financial system 

seem likely to be the major financial institutions, and the biggest losers will be the centralised 

operators (in their record-keeping functions). 
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The Financial Times has recently reported on Swift’s blockchain experiment: “Swift said it had 

tested a “private confidential ledger” to record transactions related to the so-called Nostro 

accounts that banks use to fund their cross-border payments. It said … the system … could 

make the costly and slow process of reconciling their accounts more efficient.” It expressed 

concerns about how practical it was however “not least because the 28 banks that ran tests 

on the system required the creation of 528 sub-ledgers to avoid confidential information being 

seen by rival banks. To roll it out to all of Swift’s members, Mr Vanderveken estimated it would 

require 100,000 sub-ledgers to be created, making them extremely unwieldy to maintain, 

upgrade or configure”. (Source: Financial Times 9 March 2018 

https://www.ft.com/content/966f5694-22c6-11e8-ae48-60d3531b7d11). 

9.4 Conclusion  

Anonymous distributed ledgers (of the type embedded in bitcoin) are unlikely to have much 

application in finance where the emphasis is heavily on knowing the party with whom you are 

transacting. It may be an important new technology but the fintech applications are less clear. 

Permissioned distributed ledgers many provide some benefits but the advantages over 

replicated, distributed databases is less clear (Catalini and Gans 2016).  As such they are not 

likely to have any major impact on the structure of financial markets except in cross-border 

activity where Ripple has made headway. The Swift experiment however provides a note of 

caution. 

The key applications will be in situations where verification and audit are particularly 

expensive. In our markets where almost everyone has a bank account, and ABN etc and 

hence is well identified, the scope for fintech gains in blockchain gains seems limited. 

10. CONCLUSION 

For policy makers to properly discuss and analyse ‘how to create more value from fintech for 

Australia’, they must first contextualise what they are speaking about when they speak of 

fintech, recognising the customer type, industry subsector(s) and most importantly, the 

enabling technologies. We have put forward a framework for understanding fintech. 

This technological change has opened a wide range of opportunities in financial services.  

Significant advances have been made in the last 3-5 years in the areas of: 

 Consumer Device Maturity 

 Connectibility 

 Cloud Computing 
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 Distributed Trust 

 Data & Analytics 

 Artificial Intelligence & Automation 

 Geolocation, and 

 Devices and Sensors 

These enabling technologies are enabling significant value to be created in financial services 

by what we know as fintech innovations. 

At this early stage in the unfolding process, it is difficult to assess where the greatest impact 

of fintech is likely to be and where the most social value is to be found. Clearly major 

institutions are upgrading many aspects of their systems and processes and users of the 

financial system are enjoying a wider range of ways they can interact with the financial system. 

Initial analysis suggests that fintech innovation will likely have the most impact in lowering 

costs (i.e., generating greater efficiency), and that to achieve the most social value, these 

lower costs should be passed on to users of the services in terms of lower prices or broader 

access. 

For Australia policymakers, the task is therefore challenging. In this rapidly changing 

environment, where should they focus their attention? This paper has tried to provide some 

guidance as the technologies apply to the financial sector. 

Our view is that policymakers need to first focus on ensuring that there is adequate competition 

in areas of the financial services sector where the actual or potential benefits generated by 

fintech innovation are not being passed on to actual or potential users of the services, thereby 

increasing sector profits rather than generating social value. This is not a simple task because 

enhancing competition needs to be juxtaposed with the desire to keep the financial system 

safe and secure, with the latter being more important. 

Another view is that innovative lending for business is the place where much policy activity 

should be focussed. This is an area where Australian governments have identified market 

weaknesses and are moving to address them. The recent establishment by NSW of its Go 

NSW Equity Fund is the latest example. Rather than injecting public funds directly, policy effort 

directed towards helping innovative business lenders raise funds seems the obvious place to 

start. Spread across the whole universe of small businesses the gains are quite small but there 

is a cohort of small businesses with considerable growth potential and investors willing to take 

credit risks that banks will not: matching these groups seems a core task. 

Offshore, lending to households has been a focus of innovative lending. The main edge these 

entities bring to the table is better and innovative use of data. It is not clear to us that this is 
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important in Australia – household debt is already very high by global standards, and there is 

little to stop major lenders from making better use of data.  

A lot of effort in fintech is directed towards payments, likely driven by simpler application of 

the enabling technologies.  While payments do not appear to be a particularly profitable area 

compared to other parts of banking, the large volume of transactions appears to have attracted 

parties looking to clip the ticket. The economics of payments is particularly complicated and 

regulatory overlays of segments extensive.  The most rapidly growing market segment is in 

low value credit payment, where that is probably the most resource expensive segment. This 

apparent misallocation of resources arises because people find tap-and-go very convenient 

and they do not have to pay the full cost they impose on the economy. 

In the case of payments, fintech is making rapid advances but the growth of credit card 

payment diminishes Australia’s benefit by imposing unnecessary costs. This is the area where 

there may be large payoffs from a concerted regulatory focus. Least cost routing may help but 

while customers do not know the full cost of what they are choosing in selecting a payment 

method, there are no certainties. 

Distributed ledger technology will fill some important niches in the economy but not particularly 

in the short-term in financial services. The great benefit of the blockchain model is that it 

facilitates transactions between people who do not know, and need not trust, one another.  

Financial rules around knowing one’s customer, and initial implementations in a ‘permissioned’ 

mode, seem to be an initial barrier for blockchain to generate widespread efficiencies in the 

financial sector. The exception is between small numbers of major institutions which may find 

it to be more efficient in handling some of their transactions. 

What is clear to the authors is that the commercial and social value of fintech innovation is 

significant, and that properly contextualised, policymakers and regulators can and should act 

in selected areas to ensure that the social value is indeed maximised. 
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